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Abstract— We propose a control system to regulate a periodic
plant subject to significant load disturbances and measurement
noise and a highly uncertain plant gain, but with negligible
dynamics between control input and output. This is a common
control problem in online advertising. The controller is periodic
involving a periodic feed-forward adjustment of the reference
setpoint and a periodic proportional-integral (PI) feedback
controller. We derive the solution of the closed-loop system and
prove that it is globally asymptotically stable. The proposed
controller is compared with a control system based on the
above feed-forward component and a standard linear and time-
invariant PI controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

Programmatic advertising is a big business and is tech-
nically defined as the use of machines and algorithms to
purchase ad display space. It is the cornerstone of the
business model for companies such as Google, Facebook,
and Oath. The strategy is to use data about users to serve
relevant ads that drive revenue to advertisers and create
a positive experience to Internet users. EMarketer’s esti-
mate on worldwide media spend in 2017 is nearly $600
billion [1], which is a number that speaks for itself. A
Demand Side Platform (DSP) is a particular business model
for programmatic advertising. It is the middleman between
an advertiser and one or more open exchanges trading so
called ad impressions. An impression is an opportunity of
showing an ad creative, e.g., banner ad, text ad, or pre-roll
video commercial to Internet users. The goal of a DSP is to
manage an advertiser’s advertisement budget optimally.

An early pre-DSP publication on feedback control applied
to online advertising is available in [2], wherein several
important challenges are outlined but detailed solutions are
omitted. A more comprehensive and up-to-date overview of
the control problem is available in [3]. There the author
proposes a bid randomization technique [4] to overcome
some of the challenges. One of the challenges is the need
of estimating extremely small event rates [5], and another
is of controlling event rates in discontinuous plants [6].
The fact that the plant is unknown, dynamic, nonlinear,
and in general discontinuous is a characteristic property of
online advertising processes and is a fundamental challenge
in the development of feedback control solutions. Different
approaches at indirectly estimating and controlling the plant
are proposed in [7], [8]. The former of these papers makes
use of bid randomization, and both are based exclusively
on local feedback information to estimate the plant gain.
Adaptive estimation and control is always challenging since
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it requires persistent excitation [9], but is particularly difficult
when the unknown plant is nonlinear and potentially discon-
tinuous. A systematic methodology for off-line modelling
of advertising plants is proposed in [10]. The methodology
is conveniently used to simulate realistic plants in a test
bed for control algorithms. Statistical inference of the plant
gain based on an uncertain discontinuous plant response
curve combined with bid randomization is presented in [11].
Several theorems are proven that translate a nominal plant
model, model uncertainty, and a known bid randomization
level into statistical properties of the plant gain.

In this paper we go to the heart of the optimization
problem and propose a periodic controller to regulate the
spend rate of an advertising campaign subject to a budget
constraint. We assume a periodic and locally linear plant, and
prove global asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system.

The paper is organized as follows. A few well-known key
results about time-varying systems are reviewed in Section II.
Thereafter, in Section III we define the ad optimization prob-
lem and explain how it is turned into a control problem. Next,
in Section IV the plant model is defined mathematically.
The candidate controller structure is introduced in Section V,
and is analyzed in the context of the closed-loop system in
Section VI. Simulation results are provided in Section VII.
Finally, some concluding remarks and planned future work
are given in Section VIII.

II. LINEAR TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS

A linear homogeneous time-varying system is defined by

ẋ = A(t)x, (1)

where x ∈ Rn, and A(t) is continuous in time. The solution
of (1) is given by x(t) = Φ(t, t0)x(t0), where Φ(t, t0) is the
state transition matrix, which is unique (see e.g. [12]) and
may be computed using the infinite Peano-Baker series:

Φ(t, t0) = I +

∫ t

t0

A(τ1)dτ1 +

∫ t

t0

A(τ1)

∫ τ1

t0

A(τ2)dτ2dτ1

· · ·

+

∫ t

t0

A(τ1)

∫ τ1

t0

A(τ2) · · ·
∫ τm−1

t0

A(τm)dτmdτm−1 · · · dτ1

+ · · ·

If A(t) and
∫ t

t0
A(τ)dτ commute; i.e., if A(t)

∫ t

t0
A(τ)dτ =∫ t

t0
A(τ)dτA(t), then

Φ(t, t0) = exp

∫ t

t0

A(τ)dτ

:= I +

∞∑
k=1

1

k!

[∫ t

t0

A(τ)dτ

]k
.



Note, if A(t) is a scalar function, or a constant matrix, then
A(t) and

∫ t

t0
A(τ)dτ always commute.

Consider the linear nonhomogeneous time-varying system

ẋ = A(t)x+ g(t), (2)

subject to initial condition x(t0) = x0, where x ∈ Rn;
and where A(t) and g(t) are continuous in time and of the
obvious dimensions.

Theorem 2.1: Let Φ(t, t0) denote the state transition ma-
trix for (1) for all t. Then the unique solution φ(t, t0, x0)
of (2) satisfying φ(t0, t0, x0) = x0 is given by

φ(t, t0, x0) = Φ(t, t0)x0 +

∫ t

t0

Φ(t, τ)g(τ)dτ.

Proof: See [12].
We have glossed over some details concerning existence,
uniqueness, continuation of solution, etc., but this is standard
material readily available in the literature [12], [13], [14]. In
particular, the explicit solution either is still valid or can be
modified in an obvious way in the event that matrix A(t)
and vector g(t) are only piecewise continuous rather than
continuous.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The impression allocation for an impression i is governed
by a sealed second price auction, where bi is the bid price
submitted by the DSP on behalf on an advertiser and used
in the auction. Denote the highest competing bid price b?i ,
and assume the advertiser is interested in some event with a
monetary value of vE . For example, an impression, a click, a
conversion, or a combination of some of the above. An event
is conditioned on an impression first taking place and the
probability of an event to occur is then pi. Note, if the event
of interest to the advertiser is an impression, then pi ≡ 1.

Define the total value v of an ad campaign as the expected
number of events generated from the ad spend and c as the
cost spent for the impressions. An impression is awarded to
the advertiser if bi ≥ b?i , and the advertiser is then charged
b?i for the impression. It follows that

v =
∑
i

pivEI{bi≥b?i } (3)

c =
∑
i

b?i I{bi≥b?i } (4)

where IX is the indicator function satisfying IX = 1, if X =
true, and IX = 0, if X = false. It was shown in [3] that the
maximization of v subject to a budget constraint c ≤ urefcost

is achieved using a bidding strategy bi = upi, where u is
selected as the largest value for which the budget constraint is
not violated. This result is illustrated graphically in Figure 1.
Each impression we bid for is associated with an event rate
pi and a cost b?i , hence can be mapped to a coordinate in
the event rate versus cost plot. Impressions in the upper
left corner with high event rate and low cost correspond
to the highest return on investment (ROI) impressions since
they translate to the largest number of events per ad dollar.
Impressions along a straight line going through the origin

Fig. 1. The plot shows the relative ROI of different impression opportuni-
ties, where each impression is associated with an event rate pi and a cost
b?i . High ROI impressions are located in the upper left corner, and low ROI
impressions in the bottom right.

all have the same ROI, and impressions in the lower right
corner with low event rate and high cost correspond to the
lowest ROI impressions. Finally, impressions in the green
shaded region all have higher ROI than impressions in the
orange shaded region. By bidding along the straight line, we
win the impressions in the green region and the optimization
turns into a control problem where the objective is to choose
the angle of the line, or u, for which the budget is spent but
the constraint is not violated.

The delay from when we compute and use u and bi to
when we know whether we won the auction and how much
we are charged for an awarded impression is short. The delay
is typically in the order of minutes, but there are still several
challenges. First, there is a dramatic deterministic seasonality
in the number of available impressions. The seasonality is
primarily the result of the periodicity in Internet traffic. The
most dramatic seasonality is the time-of-day pattern. At the
daily high there are about ten times more people online
compared to near the daily low. Furthermore, Internet traffic
contains a significant level of stochastic noise. Moreover,
the available impressions are not distributed uniformly in
the event rate versus cost plot, but in some a priori unknown
clusters resulting in a discontinuous, staircase-like relation-
ship between u and c (or v). The latter feature is illustrated
in Figure 2, where the awarded number of impressions as
a function of u is shown for two real and representative
ad campaigns. Note how Campaign A is well-behaved in
the sense that it, from a feedback control perspective, repre-
sents an almost continuous plant. In contrast, Campaign B
represents a challenging discontinuous plant. We shall not
discuss the matter in detail in this paper, but in situations
where the discontinuity cannot be neglected, the effective re-
lationship can be turned continuous by leveraging Heisenberg
bidding [3], which is a bid randomization technique with
which a computed nominal bid bi is perturbed slightly before



Fig. 2. Two representative examples of awarded number of impressions
versus control signal u. Campaign A is a well-behaved campaign with
an approximately smooth relationship while Campaign B is a challenging
campaign with pronounced large steps in the relationship.

submitted to the auction exchange. Depending on the value
of the so called uncertainty signal (or uncertainty bid), the
input-output relationship of the plant can be made arbitrarily
smooth. This is illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the result

Fig. 3. The impact of using bid uncertainty on Campaign B in Figure 2.
Note that the nominal control signal versus impression volume relationship
is discontinuous only when the uncertainty signal equals zero.

of adding the dimension of uncertainty signal to Campaign
B in the previous figure.

For the remainder of this paper we assume the relationship
between u and y is continuous and that the slope at each
operating point is highly uncertain. The slope is referred to
as plant gain and is denoted Kp.

IV. PLANT MODEL

Consider a plant which locally around the operating point
can be described by a linear time-periodic model having
insignificant dynamics but dramatic seasonality. The season-
ality is in form of the T -periodic plant gain Kp(1+h(t)) > 0,
where h(t) ∈ C, h(t) > −1, and

∫ t+T

t
h(τ)dτ = 0.

The plant maps a bid adjustment control signal u to an
ad spend rate y. Assume the system is subject to a load
disturbance v`(t) and measurement noise vm(t) entering the
plant as indicated in Figure 4. Measurement noise is here
interpreted as the random deviation of the spend rate away
from its expected value and is caused by the stochastic

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the plant model.

behavior of Internet traffic. Note, by definition E vm = 0.
Load disturbance is the reflection of a dynamic competitive
landscape among advertisers – competing advertisers adjust
their bids up and down over time.

The input-output relationships of the plant are mathemat-
ically described by

y =
(
1 + h(t)

)(
Kp

(
u+ v`

)
+ vm

)
, (5)

We may model the u 7→ y relationship as non-dynamic by
ensuring the dynamics of the control system is dominant.
Plant gain Kp may evolve dynamically, but this dynamic is
in general slow and is disregarded in this paper.

V. CONTROLLER

The main challenges of the control problem is that plant
gain Kp is highly uncertain and difficult to estimate, and the
measurement noise is significant. It is therefore necessary to
design a relatively conservative controller to avoid dramatic
fluctuations in the control signal. The seasonal component
of the plant, h(t), on the other hand, can be reasonably
well estimated based on historical data. This fact is taken
advantage of in the forthcoming proposed control design.

Assume the periodic component of the plant h(t) is
known, and the set-point signal ūc(t) is the specified average
spending rate over time period T (e.g. one day). The objec-
tive is to design an error feedback controller that maximizes
the ROI for the advertiser. This is achieved as explained in
Section III by finding the single value of bid adjustment u
that results in a spend rate that on average over a cycle, say,
day equals ūc(t). With an optimal value of u and a fixed
competitive landscape, the ad budget is spent in accordance
with the plant seasonality h(t) with more budget spent during
hours of the day when more people are online and less in
hours when few people are online.

To distribute the budget across the day we use a linear
time-periodic (LTP) feed-forward adjustment of the set-point
signal and define the feedback error by

e =
(
1 + h(t)

)
ūc − y. (6)

Consider the following first order linear time-varying feed-
back controller

ẋ = a(t)x+ b(t)e (7)
u = c(t)x+ d(t)e (8)

The controller structure is illustrated in Figure 5, where
the feedback controller is depicted by f(t, e). We defer



Fig. 5. Block diagram of the controller.

to the next section for the specific choice of the time-
varying functions a(t), b(t), c(t) and d(t), since the choice
goes hand-in-hand with a careful analysis of the closed-loop
dynamics.

VI. CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM

To determine the closed-loop dynamics, let us first derive
the mapping from the controller state x and exogenous input
signals ūc, v`, vm to feedback error e; i.e., (x, ūc, v`, vm) 7→
e. Combine expressions (5) and (6) to obtain

e = (1 + h(t)) (ūc −Kp(u+ v`)− vm) .

Replacing u in this equation by (8) leads to

e = (1 + h(t)) (ūc −Kp(c(t)x+ d(t)e+ v`)− vm) .

Solve this equation for e and assume 1 +
Kp (1 + h(t)) d(t) 6= 0, we have

e =
−Kp(1 + h(t))c(t)

1 +Kp (1 + h(t)) d(t)
x

+
(1 + h(t)) (ūc −Kpv` − vm)

1 +Kp (1 + h(t)) d(t)
. (9)

The closed-loop dynamics of state x is obtained by combin-
ing (7) and (9) to be

ẋ =
a(t) +Kp(1 + h(t)) (a(t)d(t)− b(t)c(t))

1 +Kp (1 + h(t)) d(t)
x

+
b(t)(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv` − vm)

1 +Kp (1 + h(t)) d(t)
(10)

We are interested in knowing if in expected sense there exists
a stable equilibrium of x when ūc and v` are constant. Since
vm enters the dynamics in a linear and additive fashion and
E vm = 0, we may set vm = 0 to explore the expected
dynamics. A necessary condition for an equilibrium to exist
is that there is a value of Ex at which E ẋ = 0. Denote this
value x?. It follows that

x? = − b(t)(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv`)

a(t) +Kp(1 + h(t)) (a(t)d(t)− b(t)c(t))
,

where we have assumed the denominator is not equal to zero.
In order for x? to be an equilibrium it must be independent of
t. This is achievable by a proper choice of the time-varying
parameters of the feedback controller. A particularly good
choice, as will be shown, is a(t) = 0, b(t) = b = const >

0, c(t) = c = const > 0, and d(t) = c/ (1 + h(t)). This
represents a feedback controller described by

ẋ = be (11)

u = cx+
c

1 + h(t)
e (12)

Note, (11) and (12) defines a time-periodic PI controller with
a constant integral gain bc and a time-periodic proportional
gain c/(1 + h(t)). The closed-loop dynamics then becomes

ẋ = −Kp(1 + h(t))bc

1 +Kpc
x

+
b(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv` − vm)

1 +Kpc
(13)

The selected feedback controller leads to a closed-loop
system where x? is the unique equilibrium in expected sense
and given by

x? =
1

Kpc
(ūc −Kpv`) .

To determine whether x = x? is stable in expected sense,
compute the expectation of (13):

E ẋ = −Kpbc(1 + h(t))

1 +Kpc
Ex+

b(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv`)

1 +Kpc

(14)

Define x̃ = x−x? as the deviation of x from the equilibrium
and derive its dynamics in expected sense.

E ˙̃x = −Kpbc(1 + h(t))

1 +Kpc
(E x̃+ x?)

+
b(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv`)

1 +Kpc

= −Kpbc(1 + h(t))

1 +Kpc
E x̃ (15)

By inspection we observe that E x̃ > 0⇒ E ˙̃x < 0 and E x̃ <
0 ⇒ E ˙̃x > 0, which implies that E x̃ → 0 as t → ∞. In
other words, Ex→ x?, and hence x? = (ūc−Kpv`)/(Kpc)
is a globally stable equilibrium of Ex when ūc and v` are
constant.

The closed-loop feedback error (9) with the selected
controller parameters satisfies

e = −Kp(1 + h(t))c

1 +Kpc
x

+
(1 + h(t))(ūc −Kpv` − vm)

1 +Kpc
. (16)

Meanwhile, control signal u defined by (12) with e replaced
by (16) satisfies

u =
c

1 +Kpc
x+

c(ūc −Kpv` − vm)

(1 +Kpc)
(17)

Furthermore, the output of the plant y is defined by (5) and
with u given by (17) becomes

y =
1 + h(t)

1 +Kpc
(Kpcx+Kpcūc +Kpv` − vm) .



As t→∞ we have shown that Ex→ (ūc −Kpv`)/(Kpc).
Using this in the expressions for e, u, and y, together with
some simplifications, we obtain

E e → 0

Eu → ūc
Kp
− v`

E y → (1 + h(t))ūc.

Hence, whenever ūc and v` are constant it follows that the
expected values of e and u converge to stable equilibria and
the expected value of y converges to a stable limit cycle.
Note also that the average expected spend rate yave in any
time interval [t, t+ T ) is given by

yave =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

y(τ)dτ

→ 1

T

∫ t+T

t

(1 + h(τ))ūcdτ

= ūc,

which is in accordance with the control requirement.
Let us now determine the trajectory of Ex for arbitrary

trajectories of ūc and v`. A direct application of Theorem 2.1
on (14) implies that the solution Ex(t) for x(t0) = x0 is
given by

φ(t, t0, x0) = Φ(t, t0)x0 +

∫ t

t0

Φ(t, τ)g(τ)dτ, (18)

where

Φ(t, t0) = exp

(
−
∫ t

t0

Kpbc(1 + h(τ))

1 +Kpc
dτ

)
,

g(t) =
b(1 + h(t))(ūc(t)−Kpv`(t))

1 +Kpc
.

It is in general cumbersome to compute the integral function
in (18), but in the special case of constant ūc and v` we
may simplify the expression by applying the theorem on the
trajectory of E x̃ = Ex − x? defined by (15). The initial
value is given by x̃(t0) = x0−x? and the solution E x̃(t) is
obtained as E x̃(t) = Φ(t, t0)x̃(t0). Consequently

Ex(t) = Φ(t, t0)x̃(t0) + x?

= Φ(t, t0) (x0 − x?) + x?

= Φ(t, t0)x0 + (1− Φ(t, t0))x?,

where Φ(t, t0) can be rewritten as

Φ(t, t0) = exp

(
−Kpbc(t− t0)

1 +Kpc
− Kpbc

1 +Kpc

∫ t

t0

h(τ)dτ

)
.

We have computed the globally stable equilibrium of the
closed-loop system, and devised a formula to compute the
trajectory of the system towards the equilibrium.

To conclude this section, we suggest parameterizing the
controller using b = 1/Ti and c = Kc; i.e.,

ẋ =
1

Ti
e (19)

u = Kcx+
Kc

1 + h(t)
e, (20)

which is an LTP PI controller in standard form [15] having
a proportional term with a periodic gain.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

Consider a plant defined by (5) with Kp = 1 and h(t) =
0.8 sin(2πt/24 + 1.5π). We shall compare the behavior of
the proposed LTP PI controller defined by (see also (6), (19),
and (20))

e =
(
1 + h(t)

)
ūc − y

ẋ =
1

Ti
e

u = Kcx+
Kc

1 + h(t)
e,

with a conventional PI feedback controller, which is linear
time-invariant (LTI):

e =
(
1 + h(t)

)
ūc − y (21)

ẋ =
1

Ti
e (22)

u = Kcx+Kce. (23)

The comparison is done for the single set of controller
parameters Kc = 0.5 and Ti = 15. Suppose the set-point
signal is given by

ūc(t) =

{
1, if t < 150
0.75, otherwise

and assume the load disturbance is

v`(t) =

 0, if t < 250
−0.5, if 250 ≤ t < 350
0.5, otherwise

We evaluate only the behavior in expected sense, hence
set vm = 0; but recognize that a comprehensive assessment
of the control system and a tuning of controller parame-
ters requires us to consider also measurement noise input,
unmodelled dynamics, and model uncertainties, which is
outside the scope of this paper. Indeed, in practice the
seasonality model ĥ(t) used in the controller will never be
identical to the true plant seasonality h(t).

The closed-loop behavior for each of the two feedback
controllers in the time range 0 ≤ t ≤ 450 is shown in
Figure 6. Note how the steady-state behavior is the same
for both control systems while the benchmark conventional
LTI PI controller exhibits a significant oscillatory transient
pattern visible primarily in the control signal u, but to some
extent also in other signals.

The oscillatory control signal compromises the ROI of the
ad campaign since unnecessarily large values of u at any time
means lower quality impressions are purchased. However, a
potentially more dramatic impact of oscillations is in light
of the true plant being discontinuous and more accurately
represented by a staircase function [3]. It easily leads to a
highly volatile spend rate y and may trigger limit cycles
in the closed-loop dynamics, or potentially even chaotic
behavior.



Fig. 6. Simulated closed-loop result for the proposed periodic PI controller
(green-LTP) and a benchmark conventional PI controller (red-LTI). From top
to bottom: control signal u, spend rate y, feedback error e, and state x.

With the caveat that the simulation results are limited,
the proposed periodic controller appears to be superior over
the conventional PI controller. Note, the periodic controller
does not introduce additional dynamics. On the contrary, by
introducing a time-varying controller parameter, the closed-
loop dynamics is simpler.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a periodic controller for a plant with
significant periodicity, load disturbances, and measurement
noise, but with negligible dynamics. The closed-loop system
is proven to be globally asymptotically stable, and the closed
form solution of the state (and other signals) is derived.
It is shown in simulations how the proposed controller
outperforms a corresponding standard non-periodic feedback
controller.

We recognize the limitations of the assessment completed
in this paper. Important future work involves an assessment
of the closed-loop system behavior in response to realistic
load disturbances and measurement noise, and an evalua-

tion of the system impact from unmodelled dynamics and
modelling uncertainties. Note, in this paper we assumed the
controller has a perfect knowledge of the plant seasonality
h(t). This may not be possible in practice, hence must be
investigated further as part of future work. A comprehensive
experimental evaluation is also an important next step.
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